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Abstract. The development of Ukrainian 
economics observed in the last years and its orientation 
towards the integration into the world economics 
community, as well as large-scale introduction of market 
relations require the radical structural changes of 
economic potential of subjects of entrepreneurial 
activity and adequate policy directed towards the 
increase in the efficiency of their economic activity. The 
improvement of the management of material flows, 
flows of funds and information flows contains the 
considerable potential of growth of efficiency of 
enterprise activity as a result of application of new 
progressive methods and approaches. Among such 
approaches the main place is occupied by logistics 
which begins to develop dramatically in Ukraine. 

The modern nature of market, target orientation of 
production and the distribution of products according to 
consumers’ requests determine the necessity of searching 
extra possibilities for decreasing expenditures and product 
costs, as well as improving service levels for the 
enhancement of the efficiency of enterprise activity.  

For domestic enterprises of different branches 
logistics costs make up the considerable part of general 
costs. Logistics costs are the expenditures created as the 
result of information flows, flows of funds and material 
flows. It is no exaggeration to say that logistics is a 
comprehensive process in business, since every 
movement, search or bargain is cost-based, without 
regard for logistic characteristics. 

With the help of logistic calculations it is possible to 
1) determine the expenditures on the purchase process, 
transportation, warehousing; 2) predict the budget of future 
periods; 3) compare and analyze the characteristics of 
logistics activity. 

In the conditions of transient economics, that is, 
fierce competition, financial volatility and spread of the 
corrupt practices, the problem of the optimization of the 
enterprise expenditures arises. So, the reduction of 
logistics costs is the top-priority activity aimed at the 
stable operation of the enterprise. 

The necessity of the appropriate response of 
management processes to changes in the functioning 

conditions and improvement of delivery and marketing 
causes the stable interest of domestic manufacturers in 
the process of maintenance supply and production 
distribution as important constituents of enterprise 
activity. Taking into account the fact that the production 
program of the enterprise and, naturally, the results of its 
economic activity depends on the efficient organization 
of supply and marketing, we can state that the entire 
investigation of these processes is extremely urgent. 

Key words: enterprise, method, logistic procure-
ment charges, party of delivery, strategic decisions, 
export-import operations. 

 

The analysis of recent investigations. 
Many Ukrainian and foreign scientists have devo-
ted their works to the problem of calculating logis-
tic costs. They are, for example, A. Gadzhynskiy, 
A. Kalchenko, O. Trydid, O. Oklander, A. Albe-
kova, V. Petrova, R. Brealey and others. But the 
uncertainty of notions and methodologies of 
calculations still exists nowadays. This situation 
can be explained by the fact that logistics has been 
introduced into Ukrainian enterprises rather not 
long ago and there are no unified techniques for the 
calculations of basic logistic characteristics.  

As A. Kalchenko states, the main tools of 
logistics are the rate of stock turnover, the turnover of 
commodities, general expenditures on maintenance 
supplies, per cent of complying with the order, 
logistics costs as a percent of general costs, the part of 
own transport facilities in the automobile park, the 
risks of stocks [1]. Also, in our opinion, the MOB 
problem (“make or buy”) is very important. Having 
analyzed the activity of domestic and foreign 
enterprises, we can realize that the better logistics is 
developed, the more often entrepreneurs refuse the 
production of utilities and attachments [2]. 

Hence it follows that one of the core 
problems of the logistics development is the 
determination of the structure and methodologies 
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of the calculation of logistics costs. As it is known, 
business accountings do not contain the logistic 
items, because they are included into invoices and 
it makes the identification of logistics costs more 
difficult. So, the investigation and analysis of the 
experience of calculating logistic costs gained by 
Ukrainian and foreign enterprises is a first-rate and 
important task. 

The aim of the article is the investigation of 
the methodology of calculating logistic and supply 
costs of the enterprise. 

The subjects of investigation are theoretical 
and methodological questions of the optimization 
of stock control in the spheres of supply and 
marketing (distribution). 

The modern theories of market economics, 
management, marketing and logistics, as well as 
scientific doctrines and theories of Ukrainian and 
foreign scholars have become the theoretical and 
methodological basis of the performed investigations.  

 
Statement of investigations. Logistics is the 

management of the flow of goods between the 
point of origin and the point of consumption. It 
considers the chain of supply, consisting of the 
complex of services or “links”, each of them 
performing its functions, beginning from the 
manufacturer up to the consumer.   

Developed logistics tends to control the 
whole supply chain. The core aspect of the 
situation is the fact, that logistics is the system of 
management of the supply chain and concerns 
different kinds of activity (links), providing 
services with value added.  

Logistics is ruled by demand, and so 
prospective consumers of logistic services will 
determine the level of the development of this 
segment of economics in Ukraine. Expected increase 
in these services is based on two main factors: latent 
and new (future) demand. Latent demand is the 
existed demand which has not manifested itself yet 
because of the lack of optimal conditions for its 
development. The second factor is caused by 
absolutely new business launched by “new players”, 
which are coming to the market simultaneously with 
the general economic development. For the near-term 
and medium outlook the main source of generating 
and further increasing of the demand will be its latent 
component.    

One of the main problems of the develop-
ment of logistics in Ukraine is the fact that most 

customers who need its services do not have 
enough knowledge about cost items they should 
take into account considering different supply 
chains, as well as alternative approaches which 
could reduce costs for logistic operations. 

Most companies seldom count their ware-
housing costs, but they should be concerned about 
them, because the principal cost savings in the 
sphere of logistics of the higher level are accu-
mulated due to the savings at the stage of inventory 
holdings. Besides, there is a great difference 
between the competence in this sphere international 
companies have and domestic companies whose 
competence and presence on the market is much 
lower [3].   

Careful attention to logistics is caused by its 
capability to provide better efficiency of enterprise 
functioning. Logistics costs which are inseparably 
linked with functioning of the logistic system of the 
enterprise are formed in the different spheres, namely, 
supply, manufacturing and distribution. This makes 
the efficient management more difficult. So, at the 
enterprises the thorny problem of creating the 
informational support for the control of the logistics 
costs, that is, the methodology of accounting these 
costs, adapted to the National accounting standards of 
Ukraine as a basis for management decisions in the 
sphere of logistics [4] occurs. 

For the majority of the industrial enterprises 
and wholesale and retail trade enterprises the 
logistic processes make up from 5% to 45% of 
sales volume depending on the kind of business, 
the geographical extent of its operation, the 
correlation between weighted estimator and price 
structure of the material resources and finished 
product. The part of logistics costs grows if the 
supply chain becomes more complex, if the system 
of purchase orders is changing, or the demands of 
the customers become stronger. But the most 
important feature of the logistics costs is the fact 
that they are not marked out in traditional 
accounting systems, but are treated as fixed 
charges, that is, are considered to be stable parts of 
invoices among other costs. So their correct 
identification, estimation and timely efficient 
management becomes much more difficult within 
the limits of total costs of the enterprise and control 
process as well [5]. 

Besides, the tendency for logistics costs to 
increase in comparison with the increase in income 
and prime costs, and providing the efficient 
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management in the conditions of intense compe-
tition causes the practical importance and urgency 
of the development of mechanisms of identifica-
tion, analysis and estimation of logistics costs 
aimed at increasing the efficiency of the logistics 
system at the enterprise.    

So, for the selection of the logistics costs it is 
necessary to consider them according to the classi-
fication features, what will give the opportunity 
either to structure logistics costs or to plan the 
necessary rolling stock and the structure of the 
costs for the future, take account, analyze, control 
and regulate their amount and level at the 
conditions of particular calculation, reveal the 
reserves of the optimization of logistics costs in the 
logistic chains, as well as provide the efficient 
management from a position of general efficiency 
of the industrial enterprise operation.  

Practically every company in any sphere of 
activity needs a logistic department. It can perform 
different functions according to specialization.   

Big companies usually realize logistic func-
tions at the independent logistic department. It 
employs all necessary specialists competent in this 
field. It can include drivers, traffic controllers, 
ordinary specialists in logistics and top managers. 
Smaller organizations confined themselves to crea-
ting small departments or even assigning individual 
employees, that can perform the functions of spe-
cialists in logistics and are employed at the depart-
ment close to logistics, namely, traffic department, 
warehouse etc. Sometimes the logistic department 
can provide the management of external relations 
or is concerned with customs clearance. The mana-
ger providing foreign economic activities is occupied 
with document circulation related to sale or delivery, 
arranges relations with transportation companies, 
suppliers, insurance companies, banks etc.      

The logistic department cannot be consi-
dered an auxiliary section. This activity is essential 
for every company. There are certain enterprises 
providing services in this sphere. They organize 
logistic activities for other companies. 

LEONI Wiring Systems UA (GmbH) is a 
subsidiary company of German enterprise Leoni 
AG which is an international manufacturer and 
supplier of wires, cables and cable systems for 
transport facilities on the world market. The 
customers of LEONI in Stryj (Ukraine) are the 
well-known car manufacturers of the world like 
Opel, Porsche, Volkswagen, Audi, Lamborghini 
and others.  

The logistic department of the enterprise is 
subdivided into several sections. 

 
MAWI – stock rotation section. The functions 

of accredited representatives of the enterprise are: 
control over wholesale inventories; material security; 
purchase orders and delivery of materials. For the 
improvement of enterprise operation the professionals 
of the German enterprise Leoni Kitzingen designed a 
FORS program in 1990. This system allows them to 
trace the movements of materials and finished 
products at all stages from delivery to shipment.  
The warehouse employees receive goods together with 
labels, which contain all necessary information 
including package, quantity, the supplier’s number and 
assemblies and then record these data into the system.  

Receiving inspection department check the 
conformity of materials, stamp and transfer to the 
warehouse PA. The materials are packed into 
containers КАВА for convenience and saving the 
storage space and than transferred to warehouse КА 
intended for unpacked assemblies. At this warehouse 
every package with parts has its label developed by the 
system Kanban. Employees need the label Kanban for 
the improvement of the quality and time saving while 
performing their duties; it is valid for 8 hours. The 
supply of the assemblies is calculated for 5 days. At the 
case of downtime the supplier should inform the 
customer and indicate all possible costs occurring in 
this situation. The supplier is informed about the 
amount of indebtedness because of missing terms, 
quality and quantity of a given material. Every amount 
of indebtedness is registered in the quality department. 

Costs of MAWI department: payment for 
materials, costs for damages paid by the LEONI 
employees (Stryj); reclamation costs; costs for 
downtime of assemblies; additional transportation 
costs occurring due to reclamations, damages and 
insufficient quantity of materials; reproductive costs 
on stationery. There are some downtime or 
reclamation costs (10 Euro per downtime hour). 
Additional transportation costs are associated with the 
order of urgent transportation services, for example, 
the most often used air transport and hand carry, or 
the service of delivery by hand. Differentiated costs 
mean the inappropriate quantity or description of 
goods in the documents as opposed to the really 
supplied materials. The differentiation of supply is 
recorded in the accounting department. The 
responsibility for the differentiated costs depends 
on the conditions of delivery. 
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LEONI operates on the basis of Incoterms 
(International commerce terms), that is: 

EX Works (named place). Risk transfer: 
from the seller to the buyer when the goods are 
transferred at the disposal of the buyer. Export 
customs formalities: seller’s responsibility.  Import 
customs formalities: seller’s responsibility. 

FCA- Free Carrier (named place of delivery) 
Risk transfer: when the goods are transferred at the 
disposal of the carrier at the warehouse of the seller. 
Export customs formalities: seller’s responsibility. 
Import customs formalities: buyer’s responsibility. 

DDP – Delivered Duty Paid (named place of 
destination) 

Risk transfer: when the goods are transferred 
at the disposal of the buyer. Export customs 
formalities: seller’s responsibility.  Import customs 
formalities: seller’s responsibility. 

 
The department of export and import 

operations. Task: customs clearance and other cus-
toms formalities, transportation, accounting reports 
on primary products provided by a customer 
addressed to the customs and tax inspectorate.  

There are necessary documents required 
from such establishments: phyto-quarantine inspec-
torate, ecological inspectorate, sanitary inspecto-
rate, certification office. 

The main problem of such a department 
arises with processing primary products of foreign 
origin on the territory of Ukraine, because the 
primary products provided by a customer are 
imported for a certain period of time and when it is 
over, the remains of these products should be given 
the customs clearance and value-added tax (VAT) 
should be paid. 

Costs: 
1. calculation and payment of the customs 

duty and VAT; 
2. costs for cargo insurance; 
3. vindictive damages for an invalid commo-

dity code according to Ukrainian classification of 
commodities of foreign-economic activity; 

4. transportation costs; 
5. customs clearance of equipment, re-

mains, waste products. 
A warehouse is subdivided into a part for 

materials and assemblies and a part for finished 
products. For the part of input assemblies four slip 
roads are provided, which make unloading easier. 
Average unloading makes up 45-50 trucks a week. 

Then the cargo is directed into an unpacking zone, and 
information about delivery is input into FORS system. 

 
Warehouse costs: 1) mismatch between 

ordered and delivered quantity of materials. 
Underdelivery will cause the increase in new order 
costs, special additional transportation costs, 
additional costs related to downtime and failures in 
the production process, staff expenditures. Too 
large quantity of ordered material causes additional 
costs related to counting and storing assemblies.  
2) costs caused by damaged package include 
timetable of storekeepers and the employees of the 
input inspection test department, where the quality 
of the cargo is checked; costs of sorting and 
creating pellets.     

The solution of this problem depends on the 
conclusion given by the input inspection test 
department about the prospects of these assemblies: 
they can be directed to the production process or 
the supplier at improving quality, reducing price, 
having an influence on the closure of the 
enterprise. 4) payment for services of a person 
performing sampling audit.  

 
Order department. All data concerning 

orders, that is, cost of transportation, cargo value, 
lease of means of transport, transportation tenders, 
direct import and export supplies, urgent import and 
export supplies are recorded in the FORS program.   

Costs of import and export transportations 
are calculated for the following year according to 
the cost and quantity per vehicle: 

Qv · Co = CoT,         (1) 
where Qv is a number of vehicles; Co is the cost of 
vehicles; CoT are costs of transportation. 

The calculation of packaging materials is 
performed in relation to metal containers, plastic 
containers or wooden pallets. Package costs: 
inventory costs. Leoni Wiring Systems and its 
parent company in Germany annually make an 
inventory of reusable packaging and, when the lack 
of this package occurs, Leoni Wiring Systems pays 
the additional costs according to the bills from the 
parent company. 

Rapc = Sc + Ic,       (2) 
where Rapc are rental annual package costs; Sc are 
statistical costs; Ic are inventory costs.  

For the calculation of package rent costs per 
one truck the following correlation is used: 

CrpT = Cpr / Qv,         (3) 
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where CrpT are costs for package renting per one 
truck; Cpr are costs for packsge renting; Qv is a 
number of vehicles. 

For calculating costs for package renting for 
the following year the following formula is used: 

B = Qv · Cpr,     (4) 
where B is a following year budget for package 
renting; Qv is a number of vehicles; Cpr are costs 
for package renting. 

 
Determination of logistic costs of “LEONI 

Wiring Systems”: Total logistik costs; Freight in; 
Collecting Costs; inbound costs; Eхpress freight 
inbound; Recovery of freight in; Recovery of 
freight in; FREIGHT OUTWORDS; Outbound 
costs; Eхpress freight outbound; Recovery of 
freight out; Packaging material; Customs Duty; 
Personnel Costs (Logistics Employees); Eхtra costs 
to be invoiced to oth. Entities; Produced NHs incl. 
sub contractor; Logistics Employees; Cost\hour; 
Total Sales; % – Anteil. 

Logistics costs have their peculiarities 
comparing to the general costs of the enterprise, 
because they occur at practically all stages and 
operations of goods production and selling. It 
would hardly be denied, that nowadays their 
amount is dramatically growing, and the problem 
of managing them efficiently becomes more and 
more actual. Besides, it is very difficult to select 
them from the general costs of the enterprise and, 
naturally, analyze them, which is caused by the 
specific features of domestic accounting policy.     

In accordance with the kind of activity, 
geographical situation, volume of enterprise 
activity and other characteristics, every industrial 
enterprise reckon some part of its costs towards so 
called “logistic costs”. Their amount can differen-
tiate from 5 % to 45 % and can increase under the 
influence of internal and external factors. 

Today there is no developed methodology 
which would allow selecting logistic costs. But 
those scientists who had investigated the problem 
made it possible to determine their specific weight 
in the structure of the general costs.  

If it is commonly accepted that logistic sys-
tem is a set of interconnected links, the characte-
ristics for its estimation should be considered 
according to each of them. The integral indicator of 
reliability of the logistic system of the enterprise 
will be described as 

LIN = [A, B, C, D, E],        (5) 

where A is supply; B stands for production; C is 
transportation; D is storage; E is marketing. 

At the next stage a database is formed with 
the chosen indicators of estimation on the basis of 
principal accounting forms of the enterprise, 
namely, balance and financial account. The 
proposed methodology of reliability estimation is 
based on the analysis of the structure of logistics 
costs in relation to profit 

For the estimation of the reliability of the 
logistic system of the enterprise it is necessary to 
carry out investigations for each of following 
groups of indicators 
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where Si is the investigated indicator in the i-th 
period; S is the mean value of investigated indica-
tors (for all enterprises chosen for the analysis), i is 
the period of investigation in years; m is the 
number of indicators for the estimation (m = 1…n); 
I is a number of investigated enterprises. 

The basis for the result obtained is the matrix 
of indicators (m) for each enterprise (i). 

Taking into account mentioned above, we 
can assume that complex indicator of reliability of 
the logistic system of a given enterprise can be 
calculated by a formula: 

LK =5 IA · IB · IC · ID · IE,                (7) 
Then, the next stage of calculating of the 

reliability of the logistic system of the enterprise 
assumes forming the integral indicator (for all 
enterprises) 

LІNS =e RINS1 · RINS2· ... ·RINSn,      (8) 
where LІNS is complex indicator of reliability of the 
group of chosen enterprises; RINS1 · ... · RINS2 · ... · RINSn 
is the indicator of the reliability of each chosen 
enterprise. 

The range of the complex indicator of the 
reliability level estimation according to the degree 
of risk is determined by the technique often used at 
the production enterprises, whose activity is con-
nected with different risks.   

So, this technique can be basic for the 
estimation of the reliability of the logistic system of 
the enterprise. Its main advantages are its complex 
character; high accuracy of the results of the 
investigation which enables us to trace how each 
element of a complex influences the level of 
reliability of the logistic system as a whole. This 
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can help us develop such a model of control, which 
will respond to changes and give information about 
possible alternative ways of management and be 
useful for the improvement of the logistic system 
of the enterprise. 

As I.Antoniuk states, at the international 
level logistics is quite different comparing to the 
domestic one, because we can note not only 
changing delivery location  [6].The most important 
differences in this case are: 

– as a rule, logistic flows at the stage of 
international cooperation are related to 
much bigger order volume than the order 
deliveries on the certain domestic market; 

– international markets are more diverse.   
While delivering primary products or 

assemblies from these markets, as well as 
delivering goods to them, we should consider more 
variants of delivery, estimate variants with more 
resellers, than in the case of “closing” logistic 
flows only on the certain domestic market.     

The primary and the most important stage of 
monitoring the logistic costs of the enterprise 
operating on the external market is their identi-
fication and estimation. The identification and 
estimation should provide: 

– exploring all theoretically recognized 
and practically confirmed components 
of logistic costs according to their 
classification; 

– well-reasoned sequence of calculations 
of all components of logistic costs and 
determining their values; 

– recording and analyzing semistructured 
components of the logistics costs; 
estimating the level of logistics costs of 
the enterprise [7]. 

So, on the basis of considered information it 
can be stated that logistic costs are versatile and 
cover almost all kinds of activity of the enterprise. 
That is why they are influenced by many different 
factors of domestic and foreign economic environ-
ment. This causes the necessity of strict control 
over logistic costs, because any change of a factor 
can provoke the increase or decrease of general 
logistic costs which, in its turn, will change the 
financial results of the logistic system operation. 
Therefore, logistic costs should be precisely 
structured, continuously controlled and analyzed 
for timely elimination of problems of managing 
enterprise costs.      

Conclusions. Market environment requires 
timely application of the optimization methods for 
the efficient management of the enterprise activity. 
It is the most important thing for those enterprises 
which are losing their competitive ability on the 
market. The main direction for them should be the 
continuous adaptation and improvement of the 
modern methods for the best and the quickest 
creation of effective economic competitive ability 
regarding other business entities, as well as advan-
tageous pricing policy for the range of goods and 
services addressed to their customers. 

Regardless to the objectives posed by estab-
lishments or enterprises, they always compare two 
criteria of receipts and expenditures. If receipts 
imply some positive prospects for the enterprise, 
costs correct them depending on the impact of 
external and internal factors of the operational 
environment.  

Today the task of optimization of total costs 
is still one of the most actual for the top managers 
of Ukrainian enterprises, especially for those 
working on the dynamically developing markets. 
Of course, any optimization of costs couldn’t be 
executed without taking into account the factors 
which impact these costs. Thorough consideration 
of factors influencing logistic costs can stimulate 
making timely management decisions. On the basis 
of the considered information we can draw a 
conclusion that total logistic costs are affected by 
material flow all logistic activity and the most 
important factor is the time of movement of 
material flow of the logistic system and spatial 
arrangement of production enterprises, suppliers, 
consumers and manpower resources.     

It should be mentioned that the optimization 
of enterprise costs can be realized in the conditions 
of decreasing or maintaining costs at the increase in 
the economic management efficiency, as well as 
decreasing costs at the stable management 
efficiency (applicable only for short time spans). 
For domestic enterprises the elimination of the 
unnecessary costs is undoubtedly one of the main 
economic problems which can be solved by the 
correct calculation, account, planning and analysis 
of the logistic costs, which in turn will allow 
effective regulation of total costs and more reliable 
planning of finance indicators of enterprise 
activity. That is why the correct identification and 
estimation of particularly logistic costs and timely 
and rational management in the frame of logistic 
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system and total costs of the enterprise is the most 
important because of the fierce competition on the 
modern world market.  
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